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IBM Finds Its Mac Users to Be More Productive Than PC Users
by ADAM ENGST
At the Jamf Nation User Conference (JNUC) in 2015, Fletcher Previn, then IBM’s VP of
Workplace as a Service, described the company’s new Mac@IBM program, an employee-choice
program that gave IBMers the option to use a Mac or a Windows machine. This was a huge change for
Big Blue, given the company’s history with the IBM PC, but Previn and others at the company believed
Macs could help improve IBM’s output, without increasing support costs or total cost of ownership. The
support requirements turned out to be
shockingly lower, with just 24 help desk
employees supporting 130,000 Macs and
iOS devices, or 1 support tech for about
5400 Apple users, compared to 1 support
tech for every 242 PC users. In large part,
that was because only 5% of the Mac users
called the help desk for assistance, compared
to 40% of the PC users.
At the time of that announcement, IBM
was deploying 1900 Macs per week, and a
Fletcher Previn at JNUC. Photo by JNUC.
year later, the company had over 90,000
Macs in the field. Returning to JNUC in 2016, Previn announced that the company was saving
between $273 and $543 per Mac compared to PCs over a 4-year lifespan. By 2018, Previn had been
promoted to Chief Information Officer, and IBM was up to a whopping 277,000 Apple devices, all
supported by only 78 staff members.
(These announcements take place at JNUC because IBM relies on Jamf Pro and Apple’s Device
Enrollment Program for zero-touch deployment—as soon as an employee unboxes a new Mac, turns it
on, and logs in, it configures itself with the necessary settings and software for that person.)
IBM Announces Mac Productivity Research
During the keynote at the 2019 JNUC, Previn was back on stage to share research suggesting that
Macs enable IBM employees to be more productive and also improve employee satisfaction and
retention. IBM now has 290,000 Apple devices deployed throughout the company.
Most notably, IBM’s research found that, compared with Windows users, 22% more Mac users
exceeded expectations in performance reviews. Plus, the high-value sales deals closed by Mac users were
16% larger than those closed by Windows users.
The study also found greater employee satisfaction and retention. Mac users have significantly a higher
Net Promoter Score—47.5 for Mac users compared to 15 for Windows users—and they are 17% less
likely to leave the company than Windows users.
When it comes to support, unsurprisingly, Macs continue to require much less. IBM employs only 7
support engineers per 200,000 Macs, compared to 20 support engineers per 200,000 Windows devices.
Is It the Mac or the Mac User?
It’s fabulous to see IBM quantifying the kind of productivity gains that we Mac users have known all
along, and I certainly hope this research helps those who struggle to recommend Macs at work.
Continued on page 4
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THIS MONTH AT SMMUG
December 94, 2019
6:00 Q&A Session
6:45 Networking Break
7:00 iPad tips and tricks and Music on a
Mac by David Cox
8:00 Adjourn
Future meetings
January: Accessibility, Apple Store classes
February: Keynote
March: Photography
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Club News
Announcements
Elections for 2020 SMMUG Oﬃcers and Board of Directors Members
We will be electing our new SMMUG Officers and Board of Directors for 2020 at our General Meeting on December 9, 2019. We have all
benefited from the information given out at our club meetings. So it is time to think about giving something back. Can you spare an hour each
month to help support your club by becoming a member of the Board? Not sure what being a Board member involves? Descriptions for each of
these positions are available in our Bylaws available under the "Contact Us" tab at www.smmug.org.
If you are nominating someone other than yourself, please ensure the person is willing to accept the nomination.
You must be a current paid member in good standing to vote. Each member in good standing can vote once either by e-mail or in person at the
Annual Meeting. If you cannot make the December 9th Annual Meeting or if you would rather vote via e-mail, please title your e-mail “SMMUG
Vote” and send in your vote to our Election Committee Chairperson, Rich Voelker at smmugvote@voelker.com. Please title your e-mail,
“SMMUG Nomination”. You may vote once for each position. All e-mailed nominations and votes must be in by 7:00 p.m. December 9, 2019.
If you have questions, please e-mail the SMMUG Board at info@smmug.org or click on the “Contact Us” tab on our website,
http://www.smmug.org.

December Guest Speaker
David Cox will conduct the December presentation via a FaceTime call. His topics are: iPad tips and tricks and
Music on a Mac. ATTENTION: Due to the time diﬀerence, David’s presentation will start at 6PM!

SIG Meeting Cancelled!!
The CityMac store in Colorado Springs is now closed due to unforeseen reasons. That means there is no SIG meeting for
December. The SIG will resume in January at the fire station on Hadley and Flying W Ranch Rd (where we used to meet in 2018).
Thank you for your patience.

2020 Meeting Dates
General Meeting: 1/13 2/10 3/9 4/13 5/11 6/8 7/13 8/10 9/14 10/12 11/9 12/14
Board Meeting: 1/27 2/24 3/23 4/27 5/18* 6/22 7/27 8/24 9/28 10/26 11/23 12/28 (*Date change)
SIG Meeting: 1/11 2/8 3/14 4/11 5/9 6/13 7/11* 8/8 9/12 10/10 11/14 12/12 (* 7/11 meeting location changed to the Dublin
fire station)

Door Prizes For The December Meeting:
$175 David Cox one-one-one FaceTime call [to answer all of your Mac and iOS questions]
Commander One [software]
32gb flash drive
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Continued from page 1
But we need to be careful with what conclusions we draw from IBM’s research. Although I have no issue with the company’s numbers—there’s
no reason to doubt that their Mac users did better on performance reviews and landed larger sales deals—we shouldn’t fall into the trap of suggesting
that all this is true due to Apple’s hardware and software ecosystem.
Fletcher Previn was clear about how correlation should not be confused with causation, saying, “You have to be careful about cause and effect. I
don’t know if giving an employee a Mac makes them a better employee, or whether better employees want to choose Macs.” And in a statement
that sums up the difference between business and scientific research, he smiled and concluded, “And ultimately, I don’t care.”
That’s important, because for a study to conclude that using Macs made employees more productive than if they used PCs, the researchers would
have had to assign computers randomly and then evaluate both groups over time. By definition, however, IBM’s employee-choice program ensures
that both cohorts are self-selected. There could thus easily be confounding variables that weigh more heavily in the findings.
For instance, IBM found that Mac users were 17% less likely to leave the company than Windows users. Might that also be related to age or
financial stability? Older users might be less likely to leave than younger users, and those who earn less might be more likely to seek greener pastures
elsewhere. Without separating those confounding variables from
the choice of platform, there’s no way to know.
It may even be that the key difference between Mac users and
Windows users is not the computer that they use, but the mere fact
that they chose one computer over another. What past history,
personality traits, or beliefs about career advancement might play
into that choice? Previn acknowledged this, saying, “If you’re the
kind of salesperson who’s so mindful of looking progressive that
you go out and choose Mac, are you also on top of a bunch of
other things?”
And, of course, although IBM’s research boasts an impressively
large sample size, the results are also specific to IBM. It’s entirely
possible that IBM has, for whatever reason, ended up with a
corporate environment where its internal tools somehow work
faster or better on Macs, giving those users a leg up.
In the end, although it’s not as good a headline and gets into
some very fuzzy analytical territory, what IBM has really shown
here is that the kind of people who choose Macs at IBM tend to do
better on performance reviews, close larger sales deals, and stay with
the company longer. There’s no direct evidence that it’s the Mac
that makes the difference—IBM was evaluating the people, and in
ways that aren’t obviously connected to using any particular kind of
computer.
But if IBM wants more of those people—and their associated
lower support costs and total cost of hardware ownership—it
would seem logical that the company should be making hiring
decisions based in part on which platform a particular candidate
prefers. Given two equal candidates, if one wants a Mac and the
other wants a PC, IBM’s data would suggest that the company
should hire the Mac user. When I asked Previn if IBM would start
doing this, he tactfully avoided that conclusion, noting merely that
employees who chose Macs exhibit some good key performance
indicators.
Previn summed up IBM’s view of the research by saying,
“Hopefully, you’re sort of making a Venn diagram where you say,
‘There’s a lot of corroboration here for it to all be independently
fluke.’ … You have to draw your own conclusions here about
cause and effect. This is what the data is telling us.”
Our non-scientific takeaway from all this? People who choose
Macs make great employees, at least if they’re given Macs to use.
But we Mac users already knew that, right?
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DOOR PRIZE WINNERS
For The November 2019 Meeting
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Can’t wait for the next newsletter to see what the guys and gals at Joy of Tech are up to? Then simply go on over to their
website and see past and current cartoons and other things
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iOS, watchOS, & tvOS
TipBITS: Scroll More Quickly in iOS 13
by JOSH CENTERS
In previous versions of iOS, you may have noticed a scroll bar on the right side of the screen while scrolling through content on an iPhone or iPad.
Alas, unlike the scroll bars on the Mac, it didn’t do much more than indicate your position and the amount of content on the page. (The larger the
scroller—the gray bar that Apple used to call the elevator
box in macOS—the less content on the page.) But in iOS
13 and iPadOS 13, Apple has finally made the scroll bar
useful.
When you see the scroller—you may have to scroll a
bit to make it appear—touch and hold it. It’s a bit tricky
because it disappears a second or two after you stop
scrolling. And even if you are fast, the scroller is a small
target for a large finger. After pressing it for a second, it
will enlarge, and you might feel a “click” on a recent
iPhone. While keeping your finger on the scroller, move
it up and down to zip quickly through the page.
Of course, nothing prevents you from using the
traditional method of scrolling in iOS—by swiping up or
down on the page—but the scroll bar makes it much easier to scroll long distances with minimal effort. It can take ages to swipe, swipe, swipe to the
top or bottom of a long page, whereas dragging the scroller lets you jump to any position nearly instantly.
Here’s a short video showing how scrolling with the scroll bar works.
Interestingly, scrolling by dragging the scroller works just like clicking and dragging it does on the Mac, but is the reverse of the so-called “natural”
scrolling that Apple introduced with iOS and later in macOS. With “natural” scrolling, you swipe up on a page to scroll down, or down on a page to
scroll up, whereas you drag the scroller down to scroll down and drag it up to scroll up.
Since this new scroll bar behavior is system-wide, lots of apps can take advantage of it. Use it in Safari to scroll through long Web pages and in
Mail to navigate interminable email messages. In the Twitter app, it can help you get around in your timeline, and it’s particularly useful if you need
to edit a lengthy document in Pages. Notably, the Google Docs app does not support the system-wide scroll bar because Google provides its own
enhanced scroller that lets you jump quickly to headings as well. But give it a try now so you have a chance of remembering it the next time you want
to scroll through a long page.
iOS 13.2.3 Fixes Searching, Messages Attachments, Mail, and Background Downloading
by JOSH CENTERS
Seventh time’s the charm? In its continuing cavalcade of updates, Apple has released iOS
13.2.3 and iPadOS 13.2.3 to address four specific bugs. You can install these updates, which
weigh in at 105.4 MB on an iPhone X and 534.1 MB on a 10.5-inch iPad Pro, in Settings >
General > Software Update, through the Finder in macOS 10.15 Catalina, or using iTunes in
Windows and earlier versions of macOS. Neither update has any security fixes with CVE
entries.
As has been the case recently, these updates are aimed at fixing bugs that could:
• Cause searches to fail throughout the operating system, including in Files, Mail, and Notes
• Prevent attachments like photos and links from displaying in the Details view of Messages
• Stop apps from downloading content in the background
• Prevent Mail from fetching new messages or including the original quoted messages when
replying when using an Exchange account
As we’ve been recommending for weeks, if you haven’t yet upgraded to iOS 13, there’s little
harm in holding off a little longer. But if you have jumped on the iOS 13 bandwagon, you
should keep updating as Apple continues on its mad bug hunt. Buy the ticket, take the ride.
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Using the Delta Airlines App and Apple Business Chat in a Snowpocalypse
by ADAM ENGST
Settle in, folks, it’s time for a tech-heavy travelogue. If you’re planning to fly to visit relatives for Thanksgiving in the United States in a few weeks,
my experiences could help if you hit weather trouble.
On Monday, I took a final pass through the TidBITS issue, tossed an apple in my travel backpack, and headed to the airport to catch a flight to
the Jamf Nation User Conference. It’s an easy trip—a short flight from Ithaca to Detroit and then another easy hop to Minneapolis—and I wasn’t
anticipating any troubles.
Little did I know this would turn out to be one of the
most weather-plagued itineraries I’ve ever suffered. I
can’t say what it would have been like if I hadn’t been
using Delta’s iPhone app and Apple Business Chat
messaging service, but in the end, I came away
impressed with Delta’s use of technology.
When I arrived at the Ithaca airport, I learned that my
flight was delayed by 45 minutes. Nothing huge, but
when I checked my itinerary in the Fly Delta app, it
immediately offered me the opportunity to switch to
alternative flights. I canceled out of that option since I
wanted to check
the length of my
layover in
D e t r o i t .
Unfortunately,
once I did that, I
was able to see
that the delay
would cause me
to miss my
connection.
It then took
me a few minutes
to figure out how
to get the list of
alternative flights
again; the trick
turned out to be
to switch out of
the Today tab
(button at the
bottom) to the
My Delta tab
and into the My
Trips screen
(button at the
top). From there, the flight status under the city name showed the delay and tapping it showed me the alternatives. (Alas, I didn’t imagine the
experience would turn into an article, so I have no screenshots from the actual event—the screenshots below give a sense of what information the Fly
Delta app provides.)
None of the alternative flights were good, with all requiring another hop and giving me an arrival time of 9:30 PM, meaning I’d miss the opening
reception. I could have flown from Ithaca to Detroit and then to St. Louis, Chicago, or Philadelphia before going to Minneapolis. But since I had
learned that the delay was due to a snowstorm, a quick look at the radar in the Dark Sky app revealed that St. Louis was the epicenter of the storm at
that moment, Chicago had 30–40 mile-per-hour winds (with, as I later learned, a plane slipping off the runway at O’Hare Airport). While
Philadelphia had decent weather, it was in completely the wrong direction. Uh oh.
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I decided to get advice from the check-in agent, but she said I was better off working in the app myself. When I looked at the list of alternative
flights again, a new option had appeared, with an extra bounce in O’Hare and an arrival time in Minneapolis of 8:30 PM. Not ideal, but better, so I
jumped at it, and the app instantly rebooked me. What I think happened is that the Chicago-to-Minneapolis flight had been delayed as well, such
that it suddenly moved into my time window. It was interesting to watch Delta’s dynamic system trying to keep up with hundreds of flights being
delayed and canceled.
The only problem was that the app wouldn’t let me check in for the Detroit-to-Chicago flight. In retrospect, that was probably because check-in
had already closed, but the plane wasn’t being allowed to leave. Confused, I hunted through the Fly Delta app for contact information and
discovered that the company offered text chat options via Messages. This was my first real-world use of Apple’s still-in-beta Business Chat service,
which debuted back in iOS 11.3 (see “iOS 11.3 Adds Battery Health Screen and Much More,” 29 March 2018).
After a quick back-and-forth with a useless chatbot and waiting 15 minutes, an agent popped up and was able to confirm that, even though
check-in had closed for that flight, I was scheduled to be on it and everything was all set. A reassuring confirmation, and while it took another 35
minutes to achieve, it required only occasional responses on my part and was far better than waiting on hold for that long.

Fast-forward a bit, and I had gone through security and was sitting in the boarding area. Then a collective moan went up as many of us received
the notification from the app that the snow in Detroit had caused our flight to be canceled. Word spread quickly that Delta’s phone system was
overwhelmed and was directing everyone to use the Fly Delta app or delta.com Web site to rebook. Since there was no way I could conceivably get
to Minneapolis that day, and the line to talk to the gate agent was long and moving slowly, I went home.
By the time I arrived back at the house and checked the app again, it had rebooked me on the next available flight out of Ithaca, which was the
following day at 5:50 AM (ugh!). That was helpful, but, likely because my itinerary had changed from a one-hop flight to a two-hop flight, the app
couldn’t figure out what to do with my second leg. Back to Messages.
It took another 19 minutes for an agent to pop up in my chat while I was eating lunch, but once again, she was able to give me a connecting flight
from Detroit to Minneapolis, which showed up in the app a few minutes later. Given all the rebooking, I wasn’t entirely surprised when the app
wouldn’t let me check in for the flight or get a boarding pass, telling me that I didn’t have an electronic ticket. That surprised the Delta agent, but
after some additional checking, she reassured me that I would have no trouble getting a boarding pass the next morning at the airport. (In trying to
explain the error I was seeing, I tried to send her a screenshot, but Business Chat, at least with Delta, rejects images.) This second conversation took
32 minutes.
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The next morning at 4 AM, before the plows were out to clear the 2 inches of snow that had finally reached us from the previous day’s storm in
the Midwest, I checked the Fly Delta app to make sure it was worth going. Then I made my way to the airport, a more arduous drive than normal,
including two tries at a steep hill in our Nissan Leaf, which didn’t yet have its snow tires for the winter, this being an early snow. Other flights were
already canceled, but my flight was fine, although the need to de-ice for the first time in the year caused us to be late in arriving into Detroit and just
miss my 8:30 AM connecting flight.
Back to the Fly Delta app, which promptly rebooked me on a flight to Minneapolis leaving at 12:30 PM. While walking to the gate, however, I
noticed on the status monitors that there was another flight to Minneapolis leaving in 45 minutes, at 9:45 AM. I trotted down to that gate to see
why the app hadn’t given that flight to me and found that it was indeed full, but the gate agent put me on standby. Another hour later—yes, this
flight was delayed as well—he gave me a boarding pass, the app updated itself with the new itinerary, and 90 minutes later I was in Minneapolis. A
quick trip via Lyft and I made it to JNUC in time for the media lunch, where I got to talk with IBM’s Fletcher Previn (see “IBM Finds Its Mac
Users to Be More Productive Than PC Users,” 12 November 2019).
Phew! It was an odyssey, albeit one that started in Ithaca rather than ending there, and my first experience with using an iOS app and Apple’s
Business Chat messaging to deal with a rapidly changing set of travel plans.
The moral of the story? If you have, for some reason, resisted getting the free airline apps, I can say that using them is absolutely worthwhile. From
what I can tell, both the American and United apps provide similar features, and other airlines may as well. The way Delta’s app allowed me to pick
alternative flights when there were options and rebooked me automatically when there was an obvious best choice was both brilliant and
tremendously welcome.
I also appreciated the low-stress communication via Business Chat in Messages—between waiting for the agents to appear in Messages and then
solve my problems and answer my questions, I spent over 100 minutes chatting. There’s no way of knowing if I could even have achieved the same
results on the phone or if it would have taken the same amount of time, but the prospect of devoting that much phone time to such simple
conversations is daunting.
So the next time you fly, take full advantage of whatever services your airline’s app provides, and if Business Chat or some other messaging service
is available, give it a try. In a situation where you desperately need help, it might even be worth trying to chat and call at the same time and see which
connects first.
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Adobe Releases Free Fonts for iOS
by JOSH CENTERS
One of the lesser-known features of iOS 13 and iPadOS 13 is
that they allow users to install fonts from App Store apps. After
installation, those fonts are available to other apps, like Pages.
Although relatively few fonts have appeared on the App Store so
far, Adobe has just made something of a one-stop-shop for iOS
fonts with its Creative Cloud app, which offers 1300 free fonts
to anyone with a Creative Cloud account—no subscription
necessary.
Once you’ve installed the Creative Cloud app and logged in,
tap the Fonts tab to see all the available fonts. There are both
paid and free fonts, but by default, Creative Cloud is set to show
only the fonts in your plan, and if you don’t have a paid Adobe
plan, it shows just the free fonts. To install one of the fonts, tap
Install Fonts and then Install.
Since third-party font support is so new, you can’t use these
custom fonts in every app. For instance, Notes doesn’t let you
choose a custom font, but Pages does.

To see which fonts you have installed, go to Settings > General
> Fonts. To delete a font, swipe left and tap Delete, or tap a font
to see more information about it.
It makes sense for Adobe to provide all these fonts as the
company continues to bring more of its publishing apps to iOS,
but it remains to be seen if the desire for custom fonts in Apple’s
mobile operating systems is widespread. If you have been
champing at the bit to use custom fonts in your iOS productivity
workflow, let us know more about it in the comments.
TipBITS: Quickly Access App Updates in iOS 13
by JOSH CENTERS
For those of us who like to keep track of iOS app updates, one of the more annoying changes to iOS 13 and iPadOS 13 is how Apple eliminated
the Updates tab in the App Store app in favor of a special tab for Apple Arcade. To see what app updates are available or have been installed, you
now have to tap your face in the upper-right corner and then scroll down, which isn’t something you’d guess. (It took us a little searching to find it.)
Thankfully, Apple has taken mercy on us and provided a faster way: on the Home screen, tap and hold the App Store icon and choose Updates
from the contextual menu (thanks to Giovanni Mattei for the tip). You may still have to scroll down to see the updates. This trick used to work
only on iPhones with 3D Touch, but in giving up on the 3D Touch technology, Apple extended its long-press replacement to all devices, including
iPads.
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Here’s a bonus tip I discovered: while viewing your app updates, you can swipe left on an app listing to delete that app. So if you see an update
come through for an app you never use anymore, you don’t have to go hunting for it on your Home screens.

Macs & macOS

New 16-inch MacBook Pro Sends the Butterfly Keyboard Flying

by JOSH CENTERS
Bye, bye, butterfly. The much-rumored and anticipated 16-inch MacBook Pro is here at last, with a redesigned keyboard. It replaces the
previous 15-inch model, starts at $2399, is available to order now in silver or space gray.
Apple also said that the previously announced Mac Pro and Apple Pro Display XDR would become available in December 2019.
Here’s Apple’s announcement video for the MacBook Pro.
Let’s look at the details.
Scissor-Switch Keyboard
Most notably, the 16-inch MacBook Pro dumps the troublesome butterfly
keyboard switches that have plagued users for years. The new Magic Keyboard
features old-fashioned scissor switches like
those found in pre-2016 MacBook Pro
laptops. The scissor switches have 1mm of
travel, twice as much as the butterfly switches,
meaning it will feel less like you’re typing on a
flat piece of glass. They’re also reportedly
much quieter.
But wait, there’s more! The Escape key is back, living alongside the Touch Bar with its Touch ID sensor—
alas, there’s still no Face ID on the Mac. Also back are inverted-T arrow keys.
Apple gave early access to a few select Apple pundits. Developer and podcaster Marco Arment, who had
been one of the most vocal critics of the butterfly keyboards, had this to say:
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I absolutely love it—not because it’s the most amazing keyboard in the world, but because it’s completely forgettable in the best possible way. It
just feels normal again.
(Don’t miss his graphs showing the difference in key spacing and key travel between various laptop models.)
Of course, it’s possible that flaws with this keyboard design will emerge over time, as they did with the butterfly keyboards, but the initial response
is promising.
Long-term resilience is the first question about the new scissor-switch keyboard. The second question, should the new keyboard prove to be as
sturdy as hoped, is if or when Apple will replace the butterfly keyboard in upcoming 13-inch MacBook Pro and MacBook Air models.
Connectivity and Battery
If you were hoping for the return of legacy ports like USB-A, Ethernet, or an SD card reader, you’re out of luck. Expect the same connectivity
MacBook Pro models have had for years: four Thunderbolt 3 ports and a headphone jack. In other words, your dongles are breathing a sigh of relief
because they like riding around in your laptop bag.
Also on board are the entirely expected 802.11ac Wi-Fi and Bluetooth 5.0 wireless connectivity.
The 16-inch MacBook Pro ships with a USB-C charging cable and a beefy 96-watt USB-C power adapter to charge the built-in 100-watt-hour
lithium-polymer battery. Apple estimates up to 11 hours of “wireless Web” or “Apple TV movie playback” battery life.
Display and Size
The new MacBook Pro’s 16-inch IPS panel features a 3072-by-1920 native resolution at 226 pixels per inch, with 500 nits of brightness, a refresh
rate of up to 60 Hz, P3 color, and True Tone technology. In short, other than some more pixels, it’s not a significant leap over recent 15-inch
MacBook Pro models, which had a native resolution of 2880-by-1800.
However, in the real world, you’ll likely run the 16-inch MacBook Pro at one of the supported scaled resolutions, the largest of which is
1920-by-1200, precisely the same as the previous 15-inch models. So those scaled pixels will be a bit larger, but you won’t get more content on
screen.
In terms of dimensions, despite its thinner bezels, the larger screen makes the new MacBook Pro a tiny bit larger than last year’s 15-inch model,
measuring 0.64 in (1.62 cm) tall, 14.09 in (35.79 cm) wide, and 9.68 in (24.59 cm) deep. It’s also about 7% heavier, weighing in at 4.3 pounds
(1.95 kg), up from 4.0 pounds (1.81 kg).
Audio and Cameras
One of the surprises (and probably another reason for the slightly increased size and weight) in the new 16-inch MacBook Pro is significantly
improved audio quality. It has a six-speaker sound system with dual force-canceling woofers for less rattle and buzz when the bass is booming, and it
supports Dolby Atmos. Daring Fireball’s John Gruber raved about the new speakers:
It’s not simply about being louder, although they are louder at maximum volume. They just sound impossibly better. They don’t merely sound
like good laptop speakers — they sound like good dedicated portable speakers, period. In a small room, you can credibly use the 16-inch MacBook
Pro to play music as though it’s an entertainment speaker system. And at maximum volume they really are a lot louder — without the sort of
distortion we’ve all come to expect from laptop speakers at high volume.
iMore’s Rene Ritchie described them as “almost HomePod level terrific.”
But improved audio isn’t limited to speakers—the new MacBook Pro features a “studio quality” three-microphone array that Apple claims rivals
professional microphones. Apple claims that the built-in microphones are good enough for podcasts and music recordings, which, if true, is
impressive. Gruber said:
Would I recommend the new built-in MacBook Pro microphone for recording a podcast? No. But would I be willing to use it for my own show
in a pinch? Yes. And it should be a great improvement to audio for teleconferencing and FaceTime.
And while Ritchie echoed Gruber’s comments, he recorded his 24-hour review of the 2016 MacBook Pro with the built-in microphones.
Author and podcaster Jason Snell said in his review:
As someone who has had to salvage many a podcast recorded by someone who either didn’t realize they were using their laptop microphone or
didn’t have any other alternative, I thank Apple for improving the base situation. I hope this microphone ends up in every Apple laptop.
Unfortunately, while the microphones might be professional-quality, the built-in 720p FaceTime HD camera is not. The iPad Pro, which has a
1080p HD-capable TrueDepth camera, is snickering quietly at its Mac cousin.
Price and Performance
As noted, the new MacBook Pro starts at $2399, but for that price, you get 16 GB of 2666 MHz DDR4 memory, which is excellent, because
that’s the minimum we recommend for any production machine. You can upgrade to 32 GB of RAM for $400 or 64 GB for $800.
There are two models: the aforementioned $2399 model and a $2799 model. The $2399 model includes a 512 GB SSD, while the $2799 model
comes with a 1 TB SSD. You can upgrade the SSDs for the following prices:
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• 1 TB: $200
• 2 TB: $600 / $400
• 4 TB: $1200 / $1000
• 8 TB: $2400 / $2200
The first price is for the $2399 model, the second price for the $2799 model. This is the first time 8 TB of SSD storage has been available in a
laptop.
The $2399 model includes a 9th-generation 2.6 GHz six-core Intel Core i7 processor with Turbo Boost up to 4.5 GHz while the $2799 model
has a 2.3 GHz eight-core 9th-generation i9 processor with Turbo Boost up to 4.8 GHz. You can upgrade either model to a 2.4 GHz eight-core
9th-generation Intel Core i9 with Turbo Boost up to 5.0 GHz—it’s a $300 upgrade for the $2399 model or $200 for the $2799 model.
In terms of graphics, the $2399 model has an AMD Radeon Pro 5300M with 4 GB of GDDR6 memory, and the $2799 model includes an
AMD Radeon Pro 5500M with 4 GB of memory. The $2399 model can be upgraded to that 5500M for $100, or a 5500M with 8 GB of
memory for $200. The $2799 model can be upgraded to the 5500M with 8 GB of memory for $100.
If we’re reading the specs right, these video cards will let you run up to four 4K displays or up to two 6K displays—presumably Apple’s
forthcoming Apple Pro Display XDR (see “New Mac Pro and Pro Display XDR Offer Power for a (High) Price,” 3 June 2019).
Overall, as much as it’s a little surprising to see Apple continue to focus on Touch ID on the Mac rather than moving to Face ID, this new 16-inch
MacBook Pro seems like a robust, powerful machine and a solid update to the previous 15-inch model. In particular, it’s good to see the company
(finally!) listening to user feedback about the horrible butterfly keyboard.
For many people, however, the 16-inch MacBook Pro will be too big, too heavy, and too expensive, so we hope to see Apple bring the new
scissor-switch keyboard to the smaller, lighter, and cheaper 13-inch MacBook Pro and MacBook Air as well.
l Soghoian Reveals macOS’s Hidden Custom Control Panels
by ADAM ENGST
In “TipBITS: How to Mirror Selected Screens in a Multiple Monitor Setup” (22 October 2019), I teased readers with a talk that automation
guru Sal Soghoian gave at MacTech Conference a few weeks ago. Sal has now finished the videos that explain what he did in detail—which you’ll
want to watch in their entirety—so I can now share what he said at
MacTech.
In essence, Sal discovered and described how to use an accessibility
feature hidden deep within macOS that lets you turn an iPad into a
completely customizable control panel for a Mac. Tap a button on your
iPad, and things happen on your Mac. Sal demoed this in macOS 10.15
Catalina, but it should also work in at least 10.14 Mojave, and possibly
earlier versions of macOS as well.
To make the connection between the Mac and the iPad, you need a
Luna Display dongle (see “Luna Display Turns an iPad into a
Responsive Mac Screen,” 7 December 2018). Apple’s Sidecar technology
won’t work because it doesn’t allow touch input on the iPad when it’s
acting as a Mac screen (“Catalina’s Sidecar Turns an iPad into a Second
Mac Monitor,” 21 October 2019). Luna Display works with any iPad running iOS 9.1 or later, which makes this a perfect use for an old iPad 2 or
later. Of course, being able to tap the control panel buttons on the iPad connected by Luna Display is just a bonus—you can also click the buttons
with a mouse on a
standard Mac screen.
The next important
piece of the puzzle is a
built-in macOS
accessibility app called
Panel Editor, which lets
you create custom
accessibility keyboard
panels. You can open
Panel Editor from System
Preferences > Accessibility
> Keyboard > Accessibility
Keyboard > Panel Editor.
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But before you open Panel Editor, be sure to select the Enable Accessibility Keyboard checkbox—which
displays an on-screen keyboard—and in System Preferences > Keyboard > Keyboard, be sure to select
“Show keyboard and emoji viewers in menu bar.”
Once you’ve enabled all those settings, click the Panel Editor button in System Preferences >
Accessibility > Keyboard > Accessibility Keyboard to open the app and create a new panel. These panels
are technically “keyboards,” but Panel Editor lets you create buttons that can perform a variety of actions.

You can create back buttons, show or
hide the toolbar, enter text, press keys on
the keyboard, open apps, trigger system
events, and get typing suggestions.
And—you probably knew this was
coming as soon as I mentioned that Sal is
behind this hack—a button can trigger
an AppleScript.
In my example above, I’ve created five
buttons (which are shown floating above
the Panel Editor window as well). Open
iTunes uses the Open App action,
Play/Pause and Mute use System Events
actions, Identify Desktop runs an
AppleScript, and Border Image invokes a
Keyboard Maestro macro via the Press
Keys action. That’s right, you aren’t
limited to AppleScript.
Along with Keyboard
Maestro, you should be able
to integrate Automator
workflows via the Open App
action. Nearly any action can
become a custom button in
Panel Editor.
To open your panel, click
the Custom button at the
upper-right corner of the
Accessibility Keyboard and
then click your panel. You
can also click the gear icon
and choose your panel from
the pop-up menu. It’s a dark
panel that floats above all other windows, and you can move it anywhere you like, such as that second screen provided by the iPad and Luna Display.
(One tip: if you’re doing this in Mojave, don’t close your panel because getting it back requires a trip to System Preferences > Accessibility >
Keyboard > Accessibility Keyboard > Panel Editor and selecting Enable Accessibility Keyboard again. In Catalina, you can just choose Show
Keyboard Viewer from the keyboard icon in the menu bar.)
My example panel has only a few buttons, but when you watch Sal’s video, you’ll see that he has created so many buttons that his custom panel
fills the entire iPad screen. Many of them are generalized buttons for launching apps, changing system settings, and so on, but all the buttons in the
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middle trigger scripts that control Keynote.
You may not be interested in automating
Keynote, but if you’re an automation
aficionado, just imagine all the actions you can
attach to buttons.
I’ve glossed over some important details that
Sal covers in his video, such as setting security
permissions for the Assistive Control app and
how to use an AppleScript Library to hold all
your scripts, which you then call from the
individual buttons.
However, there are two final important
points to make:
• You can share your custom panels with
other people, within a version of macOS
(the Mojave version of Panel Editor can’t
open panels saved from the Catalina
version). That means you could develop a
custom panel for company-specific actions
and then give it to everyone in your office.
To do this, in Panel Editor, choose File >
Duplicate, then File > Move To to save an
.ascconfig file. Then, to import it into
Panel Editor on another Mac, choose File > Import Panels.
• Sal has shared both his custom Keynote panel (for Catalina) and the AppleScript Library containing all his scripts, so you can use them as is or to
get started building custom panels.
[NL Editor’s FYI: In one of the comments, Adam Engst said: Walter Ian Kay tells me that in Sierra, Panel Editor can be found in System Preferences >
Accessibility > Switch Control. I don’t know if everything else will work equivalently, but it sounds like the basics are there for people using older versions of
macOS.}
Apple’s Revised Privacy Page Provides More Per-App Detail
by JOSH CENTERS
Apple has revised its privacy page to focus on the company’s
privacy measures for Safari, Maps, Photos, Messages, Siri, News,
iCloud, Home, Wallet, Health, the App Store, and the new
Sign in with Apple feature. Most helpful are the linked white
papers that provide specific details on various privacy topics.
While the page is a nice marketing effort, there are a few
issues. As developer Michael Tsai points out, Apple claims that
Safari doesn’t have a browser-level sign-in to sync data, which is
true but irrelevant, given that Safari relies on a system-level
iCloud login to sync its data in an all-or-nothing fashion. And
even the Safari white paper doesn’t mention Apple’s
partnership with Chinese firm Tencent for implementing its
Safe Browsing feature for Chinese users.
To make matters worse, on the same day Apple published its
revised privacy page, IT specialist Bob Gendler revealed that macOS stores encrypted messages from Mail in an unencrypted database for use
with Siri, even when Siri is disabled. It’s a sloppy design, albeit not a serious vulnerability given the requirement for local access. Apple has now told
The Verge that it’s aware of the problem and will fix it in a future update.
It’s good that Apple is being mostly open about its privacy efforts, but flubs like this call into question how complete they are. We certainly hope
Apple devotes some development resources to eliminating this inadvertent exposure of potentially confidential information.
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Photography
iPhone 11 Night Mode Brings Good Things to Light
by GLENN FLEISHMAN
When it’s dark and you try to capture a picture with your camera, there are only so many photons to go around! Seriously: all photography boils
down to light, light to photons, and insufficient photons to bad nighttime pictures.
Apple has made significant headway on this problem in the iPhone 11 and iPhone 11 Pro models with the introduction of Night Mode. The
feature relies on the increased sensitivity of the iPhone 11’s wide-angle camera while leveraging computational photography to construct an image far
better than would otherwise be possible with the camera’s optical capabilities.
Night Mode is a kind of “dark HDR.” Instead of shooting photos quickly with slightly different exposures and then combining the most
expressive tonal ranges of each, Night Mode grabs many images over a longer interval and cleverly interleaves their best parts using a much more
complicated set of decisions to produce a nighttime photo without significant pixel noise or blurriness.
Why is it so hard to take pictures in the dark? What has Apple tried so far? And, most importantly, how successful is Night Mode?
Electronic, Photonic
It’s hard for a camera to capture light in the dark because, literally, there isn’t very much of it. While it’s easy to think of light as a sort of suffusion
from a source, we know that it’s really a bazillion individual photons, emitted from atoms that have been excited in such a way that shifts their
electrons back and forth.
You don’t usually have to deal with the photonic nature of light until it gets dark because film and digital cameras generally take good to great
pictures as long as there’s enough light to read by comfortably. With a lot of photons to capture, there’s no shortage and tones—intensities of light—
are represented accurately.
In traditional cameras, there are two ways to capture more photons: open the aperture—the circular throttle in the lens—much wider to let more
light onto the film than during bright shots, or increase the time the shutter is open to let more photons land on the film, known as the exposure
time. The drawback of a longer exposure is that it cannot capture motion well, so fast-moving objects become a blur. High-speed cameras can crisply
capture things like a runner crossing the finish line by using extremely short shutter times, but they require a lot of light to produce a clear photo.
The calculus is a bit different in phone cameras. (Film cameras also had an ISO/ASA number, which referred to the grain size of the light-receptive
crystals: bigger crystals, or a higher ISO/ASA, need less light to capture a tone but resulted in
“grainier” photos.)
A digital camera’s sensor (typically a CCD or charge-coupled device) is essentially a photon
collector. The sensor is more or less a specialized computer chip. Each pixel on the camera’s sensor
acts like a hoop into which photons fall like basketballs. As the photon effectively enters the hoop—
striking the sensor—it gives up its energy, producing an electron through the photoelectric effect.
The electron is captured by the CCD in a “well,” a sort of bucket that collects them until the
exposure period is over. Then the sensor uses that captured collection of electrons to determine the
tonal value for the pixel.
(Tone is the only thing that digital camera sensors capture: color images are created by covering
individual pixels with a filter of red, green, or blue. Typically there are twice as many green pixels as
the other two, as green light best captures the neutral tonal range of a scene best.)
When there’s a lot of light in the scene, a digital camera has to use a short exposure to avoid filling
the sensor’s wells so fast that all the detail is blown out. With less light, a longer exposure allows a
balanced picture, though it can be blurry if anything in the scene is moving.
However, when it’s downright dark out, few photons strike the sensor at all. Because there’s
background noise and the sensor relies on an electrical charge to image the scene, the sensor scoops
up errant electrons along with the good ones.
The traditional way of capturing night shots is to increase the exposure time, but that doesn’t
work when people are moving, even a little bit. A short exposure either doesn’t capture enough light
or requires the camera to boost the ISO so much that it introduces noise—speckles of various colors that were never there.
Imagine a trillion people throwing golf balls from a great height into an ocean of densely packed square baskets. Some balls will fall directly into
the basket the thrower was trying for, but others will hit a rim, bounce around, and fall into a different basket. Imagine further that when there are
fewer balls to throw, the throwers’ aim is worse, and thus more balls are likely to land in the wrong spot, producing the wrong count—the speckled
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pixels in a dark photo.
A camera maker has a bunch of variables it can tweak to ameliorate this problem, all of which improve the results across all light conditions. A lens
with a larger aperture will let in more light. A sensor with deeper wells can collect more electrons, and it’s possible to give the sensor greater sensitivity
so it can distinguish more tones, more accurately, even in the deepest shadows. Bigger pixels in the sensor can also capture more light in the dimmest
circumstances.
Over the past few years, Apple has tweaked all these camera variables. It opened the aperture by about 50 percent between the iPhone 6s and
iPhone 7 updates, with the primary lens increasing from f/2.2 to f/1.8. (The f/stop measures the aperture’s diameter.) The iPhone X and subsequent
models have featured sensors with bigger pixels and deeper wells.
(Paradoxically, increasing a sensor’s area and adding more pixels, instead of making the pixels larger, decreases sensitivity, because less light hits each
smaller sensor. That’s why the megapixel count has become so much less important once the entirely adequate 12-megapixel size was reached a few
years ago. Since then, all the focus has been on sensitivity and tonal range and discrimination. This works exactly like increasing film grain size to
bump up the ISO/ASA speed.)
The wide-angle lens sensors in the iPhone 11 models improve even further. While the sensor size and pixel count remain the same, Apple
boosted sensitivity by 33 percent. (Apple also dramatically improved sensitivity in the brightest conditions: the current camera can shoot exposures
as short as 1/125,000th of a second, six times faster than the iPhone XS.)
The telephoto lens on the iPhone 11 Pro and iPhone 11 Pro Max can also be used with Night Mode. Apple opened the aperture on that lens
from f/2.4 to f/2.0, about 50 percent better, while increasing its sensor’s sensitivity by over 40 percent.
Since the iPhone X, the wide-angle and telephoto lenses have both featured optical image stabilization, a mechanical system that counters small
movements and increases the effective f/stop, because it enables longer exposures in the same light. (Optical image stabilization doesn’t help much
with motion in the scene, because the actual exposure time remains the same.)
Before Night Mode, Apple had used its lens and sensor improvements to try to make low-light photography reach a minimum level of quality,
letting you capture an okay picture a lot of the time instead of a blurry or muddy one. Apple also improved its built-in flash approach over this
period, but because the elements can’t be angled and are LED-based, using it is a last resort. The iPhone flash often produces photos that are garish
or overbright, but it can make a scene that was previously unphotographable into one you can record.
Night Mode is a quantum improvement over these previous efforts. It’s a sophisticated, multi-prong approach that can produce excellent pictures,
not just images of last resort. Apple is not the first company to take this route, as Google and other phone makers have pursued synthesized low-light
pictures, but Night Mode ranks with the best of the solutions.
Use Night Mode Effectively
You don’t have to set up Night Mode. In fact, the Camera app always
either suggests it or turns it on when it judges that the conditions are
right. The Night Mode icon appears at the top left (or bottom left in
landscape orientation) of the Camera app. If the app encounters a
marginal lighting condition, it suggests Night Mode by showing its icon
in white; tap it to turn it on. However, if the Camera app’s analysis reveals
that the only way it can take a good photo is with Night Mode, it turns it
on and shows its icon in yellow with a duration in seconds.
When you tap the shutter button, try to hold still while the image fades
The Night mode icon appears in yellow when the Camera app
detects the right conditions.

Highlights added in the Camera app to show how it warns you to
“Hold still” (top), and displays a “night” label (top right) and
Night mode icon (bottom right). The slider in the middle right lets
you dial from Off through the recommendation time to several
seconds or longer, depending on stability.

in to full intensity and the timer counts down. If you want to try a longer
shot, tap the Night Mode icon to reveal a slider that lets you adjust the
amount of time during which a picture is captured. You can also use the
slider to swipe to the right all the way to Off if you want to override the
Camera app. There’s no way to disable Night Mode as a general option,
only on a per-shot basis.
Night Mode doesn’t keep its electronic shutter open for a longer period.
Instead, as with HDR, the Camera app collects a series of images over the
period of time marked. These images are then combined in a method
similar to digital image stabilization in video. (That’s why I refer to the
Night Mode’s time of capture as its “duration” instead of “exposure,”
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because it’s capturing a lot of different actual exposures.)
The Camera app can also detect if you have your iPhone on a tripod,
monopod, or in another stable situation by consulting its internal sensors.
If so, it might suggest a longer shot. You can adjust the duration to be as
long as 28 seconds! (The maximum is a value that Night Mode sets, so you
may see a shorter duration at times.)
You can see the effect of multiple exposures over a very long capture
clearly in some photos I’ve taken on a tripod at long durations. We live

A plane flies over my house in this striking night picture. I used no
special lighting to achieve this!
under a flight path in Seattle, so planes often fly over our house in a straight
line heading south. Their lights, when shot in Night Mode, can result in
artistic blurs. On one clear night when I was testing Night Mode, I also
picked up satellites—possibly the International Space Station—that were
invisible to my naked eye, but that tracked as blips across each duration that
was long enough to show them.
This long-duration Night mode shot shows the stars, an airplane In a briefing, Apple explained that the images captured use “adaptive
path, and even a satellite moving through the field of view (look bracketing,” a technique that captures the same scene multiple times with
in the upper-left corner). That haze two-thirds from the left? I different settings. Some shots may have short exposures to capture motion,
checked in a star guide app—it’s the Milky Way.
while others are longer to pull detail out of shadow areas. The new iPhone
11 sensor apparently provides Night Mode the quality needed to create
these different exposures in the worst lighting conditions.
The Camera app then processes these images using machine learning via
the Neural Engine that’s built into the iPhone 11’s A13 Bionic processor.
These machine-learning algorithms rely on training, initially by humans,
to figure out the most desirable characteristics of an image and then apply
them with new and novel inputs. The algorithm knows the kind of
appearance, color, and details people prefer from the training, and
emphasizes that in constructing a single image from the Night Mode flurry
of shots. (The Neural Engine also drives the new Deep Fusion feature, a
kind of super HDR, that first appeared in iOS 13.2.)
Apple said that the resulting image is designed to preserve the sense that
it’s night—it’s not trying to turn an evening scene into false daylight.
That’s why Night Mode has an emphasis on preserving color while
boosting brightness. Nonetheless, it’s not always successful. Sometimes,
when I shoot a scene that’s quite dark except for some pinpoints of light—
in a room, from street lights, or emanating from houses—the resulting
photo feels more like dawn than night, and the colors can shift, too.
It’s not a highway in the sky, but a track from what seemed to be a
But the beauty of Night Mode relying so heavily on machine learning is Boeing 787 as Night mode combined multiple exposures into this
that Apple’s algorithms will keep improving. Plus, we’ll learn what
long-duration tripod shot.
conditions produce optimum results—or use Photos or Lightroom to
tweak the results better to our liking.
Regardless, I’ve found that Night Mode has dramatically changed when I even think about taking photos. Previously, the mediocre quality of
low-light photos discouraged me sufficiently that I would take pictures only in a pinch or to record a moment. Now, I find myself snapping shots
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outdoors at night, and at late dinners in dim restaurants. In fact, the novelty of Night Mode may have turned me into a bit of a photographic pest.
But like all sufficiently advanced technology that’s indistinguishable from magic, I’m sure I’ll get used to it soon enough.
Places, Please! Geolocation in Apple’s Photos
by DONALD C O'SHEA
On a recent trip to Barcelona, my wife and I saw two T-shirts in a shop window: the Muppets as Reservoir Dogs and Cookie Monster in The
Scream. Through the shop’s rain-streaked window, I took
pictures of the shirts to send to our daughter, a puppeteer and a
fan of the Muppets.
Later in the day, we decided that those T-shirts would make
great Christmas presents for our daughter and granddaughter.
But we had walked long enough and far enough in the
meantime that we had no idea where the shop was located. We
wandered around the area, searching for it in vain. Then I
remembered the pictures I had taken of the T-shirts.
The Muppet T-shirts we found while walking in Barcelona

People and Places albums (left), and photo stacks located on the map (right)

Apple’s Photos app has two special albums under the
heading People & Places. Tapping Albums in the
Camera app and then the Places album opens a map of
your general location and displays stacks of photos with
a count of photos in each pile.
Swiping left on the map brought Europe into view,
and tapping the pile of pictures near Barcelona
presented me with the grid of pictures arranged by the
location and date where the photos were taken.

Double-tapping the map zooms in and distributes the pictures into
smaller stacks that match their more specific locations. You can also pinch
out to zoom in further to locate photos, assuming you know where to
look. If you have a large camera roll, that’s a lot more efficient than
endlessly scrolling through it, looking for the right photo. If you continue
to double-tap on the stacks or pinch out, you will end up with a small

A map of photos taken in Europe (top) and those taken in
Barcelona (bottom)
enough number of stacks that you should easily be able to find the picture
you’re looking for.
The 12 images in the stack (left), and the T-shirt image I was
A single tap on the lower stack of 12 images brought me to the Places album
searching for (right)
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showing those images, and then tapping the T-shirt image displayed it on
my iPhone. (The top nine images were taken in 2014 on an earlier trip to
Barcelona.)
When I swiped up on the photo, Photos displayed a map of the area
with the thumbnail image of the photo where the shop was located. You
can tap that thumbnail to open it on a full-screen version of the map and
pinch out to zoom in for a more precise location.
However, it gets even better. Tapping the blue location title (Palacio
de la Generalitat de Catalunya, Plaça de…) underneath the map causes
Maps to open and display a large red map pin above the location title.
Even more useful is that Maps lets you get directions to the location.
When I tap the Directions button, Maps indicates that, unfortunately
for this example, no directions are available for getting to the T-shirt shop

Thumbnail at the location of the T-shirt shop (left), and
location of the shop in Directions mode in Maps (right)

in Barcelona from my current location in Atlanta, 4500 miles away.
However, tapping on “From My Location” lets me change it to, say,
“From Cathedral of Barcelona,” after which I can tap the Walk icon at
the bottom of the window to make Maps give directions for a short
stroll to the shop.
(An earlier version of this article recommended the app Metapho for
getting directions with Maps. At some point in iOS 13, Apple started
displaying the address within Photos and letting us tap that to get
directions in Maps, which is much easier. However, Metapho remains
a fine app for looking at metadata stored with the photo.)

Maps showing the T-shirt shop’s location from my current location in
Atlanta, (left) and then the more sensible path to the shop from the Other Uses for Places
Cathedral of Barcelona (right)
Snapping photos on your iPhone can solve other location problems
when you’re traveling. For example, imagine that your scheduled tour
has just ended, and you are free to
explore an unfamiliar city on your own.
In many cases, there will be a meeting
point to take the tour bus back to the
hotel. You can take a photo to mark the
meeting point and, if you use the
procedure described above, get directions
back to the bus.
One final recommendation. When
you visit a new place, take a picture of
the entrance. It serves as a marker within
the camera roll for the beginning of
images taken during your visit. That Parking lot at the Jesuit monastery of Monserrat Establishing shot for a stop on a tour
image might also be useful as the initial outside Barcelona
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image of the site for a photo book, Web site, or slideshow. And you can recheck the exact location in the Places album.
So there you have it. Thanks to geolocation data stored within the photos you take, you can easily find a particular image by scanning a map for
the location where it was shot. Even better, tapping that image’s location link in Photos gives you directions to get back to that spot using Maps.
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Amazon Music Opens Ad-Supported Free Tier for iOS Users -- Amazon is now offering an ad-supported free tier of its music service—which
was previously exclusive to users of Amazon Echo devices—to iOS, Android, Fire TV, and Web users.
Amazon’s Ring Doorbells Sent Wi-Fi Passwords in the Clear -- Security researchers have revealed that Amazon’s Ring doorbells were
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Goldman Sachs Responds to Allegations of Apple Card Gender Bias -- Developer and entrepreneur David Heinemeier’s tweet about his wife’s
paltry Apple Card credit limit has sparked a government investigation and a fierce debate about sexism in the financial industry.
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Channels? You’re not alone.
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HOW TO FIND US
General meeting:
SMMUG General Meetings are held on the SECOND Monday of
each month at Fire Station 14 located at 1875 Dublin Blvd (at the
intersection of North Academy and Dublin).
Directions:
From Academy, go east on Dublin and then turn right on
the very first street. There is parking on the west and south
sides of the Fire Station (with additional parking located to
the north and further west of the Fire Station). The entrance
is on the west side of the building.
Smoking is not permitted on the premises.

Sig meeting:
Canceled until January
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About Us
The Silicon Mountain Macintosh User Group, Inc. (a nonprofit educational corporation) was formed in Colorado Springs,
Colorado in 1985, and is one of the oldest Macintosh User Groups in the United States. SMMUG, Inc. is dedicated to helping
members enjoy and learn about their Macintosh computer, iPhone and iPad devices.
Club membership is open to everyone and you are cordially invited to visit our free monthly General Meeting on the second
Monday of each month, at 7:00 PM. For those new to the Macintosh, we have a Question & Answer session at 6:00 PM, where
our collective expertise can help answer your questions.
All members receive a monthly newsletter, published on our web site, see great reviews of software and hardware, or can
participate in the monthly door prize drawing. Each member gets one vote during annual Oﬃcer Elections. No corporate
memberships are granted.
Our oﬃcers are volunteers and receive no pay. All funds raised are used for the cost of operating the club and its meetings.

Membership Application Form
Membership entitles you to access to our online forums, participation in prize drawings, and access to the
bargains in the members area of the SMMUG website at www. smmug.org. SMMUG renewal membership dues
($30) apply to the calendar year and are paid each December for the following year. Use the following table for
NEW MEMBERSHIP ONLY:

JAN 1 to MAR 31 - $30.00
JUL 1 to SEPT 30 - $15.00
Please Print Clearly!
Name
Street Address
City/State/ZIP
Home Telephone
E-mail Address
Have you previously been a member of SMMUG?
How did you learn about SMMUG?

APR 1 to JUN 30 - $20.00
OCT 1 to DEC 31 - $10.00
Today’s Date

Business Telephone

Make your check payable to: SMMUG
Then mail or give this form and your check to:
SMMUG, Inc.
2100 Wood Avenue
Colorado Springs, CO 80907-6718

Please make an online account for me.
User Name _______________
Don’t make an online account for me.
I do not want one or I already have

